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CLOUD DISASTER
RECOVERY
Disaster recovery (DR) and high
availability (HA) are often a source of
major pain for infrastructure teams.
Running a second site for DR, buying additional storage, managing backups
and performing DR/HA tests can be prohibitively costly in terms of CAPEX,
OPEX, time, tools and other resources. Unfortunately, due to these resource
issues, many organizations do not implement the robust DR/HA plan their
business may demand.
Equinix Professional Services for Cloud (EPS Cloud) makes it easy to migrate
all your DR/HA operations to the cloud, eliminating the need to maintain
expensive “cold” DR sites. Plus, you can drastically reduce the costs of your
overall DR/HA strategy. Our solutions create redundancy, so your company
can protect itself from business downtime and lost data even when the worst
happens.
Depending on your company’s requirements, EPS Cloud offers three powerful
DR/HA cloud options:
• Multi-Cloud:
• Leverage multiple cloud providers to create robust and flexible DR/
HA coverage for all data center/cloud scenarios.
• Seamlessly incorporate both Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web
Services (AWS) via Equinix Cloud ExchangeTM, a multi-cloud “switchboard”. This enables superior DR/HA, globally.
• Multi-Regional Cloud: Extend your DR/HA footprint to multiple availability
zones, or regions, using a single cloud provider
• In Azure via regional VNET-to-VNET hot/cold DR sites
• In AWS via regional VPC-to-VPC hot/cold DR sites
• Hybrid-Solution:
• On-premises or in colocation data centers
• Colocate DR between your on-premises data center and Equinix
• Equinix cold DR and hot DR/HA
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Cloud Disaster Recovery
Benefits of cloud disaster recovery
• Speed: Be “live” within minutes by bundling and copying your servers
with the operating system, applications, patches and data.
• Cost: Implement a DR strategy at a fraction of the cost. Turn off your
cloud until you need it, and keep the costs for duplicating your whole
environment at a minimum.
• Elasticity: Your DR environment can easily scale as your IT grows
without any need to purchase additional physical hardware or to delete
unused files. You can achieve a global footprint for DR without the related
costs of physical expansion.
• Compliance: Easily achieve compliance with the DR requirements of
common regulatory data security standards.
Contact EPS Cloud today via e-mail or by calling +1 212 202 5800. We look
forward to hearing from you!

About EPS Cloud

Equinix Professional Services
for Cloud (EPS Cloud)
provides enterprise hybrid
cloud solutions and migration
services, helping enterprise
organizations adopt and
integrate cloud technologies.
In partnership with cloud
platform and product industry
leaders, EPS Cloud delivers
end-to-end capabilities
to help enterprises build
scalable, highly available,
resilient, cost-efficient and
secure interconnected cloud
environments.
By continually providing
superior hybrid cloud solutions
to satisfy business objectives,
simplifying IT management
and meeting security and
compliance requirements, EPS
Cloud has become a trusted
partner to CIOs of some of the
world’s largest organizations.
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